Abstract. This paper presents a bilinear approach to nonlinear differential equations system approximation problem. Sometimes the nonlinear differential equations right-hand sides linearization is extremely difficult or even impossible. Then piecewise-linear approximation of nonlinear differential equations can be used. The bilinear differential equations allow to improve piecewise-linear differential equations behavior and reduce errors on the border of different linear differential equations systems areas. The matrices of bilinear differential equations system are estimated through nonlinear programming. The results of proposed approach application are presented.
Linear, piecewise-linear and bilinear approximation of nonlinear differential equations
Let's consider nonlinear differential equations [1] [2] [3] [4] . u x f x , (1) There are x -state vector, u -input vector. The constant input vector s u determines steady-state vector of state variables s x.
Nonlinear differential equations in a small neighborhood of r-th steady-state point are approximately described by linear differential equations [1] [2] [3] [4] . 
There are x n -vector of normalized state variables, u n -vector of normalized input variables, are corresponding linear differential equations system matrices.
Also nonlinear differential equations in a small neighborhood of r-th steady-state point are approximately described by bilinear and quadratic differential equations [3] , [4] . 
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